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“Stereo i Kolorowo – Underground” magazine recommends our hybrid amplifier HTA-1200 in a fantastic review.
Listening impressions
“It is not an easy price range, because the competition is huge. However the new TAGA Harmony gets out of this
confrontation more than unscathed. It is not only very well equipped (Texas Instruments PCM5100 DAC), MM / MC
phono preamplifier, tubes in the preamp stage, etc. but most of all it has a splendid sound. This sound is very lively
and energetic, direct and massive (and even mighty) but at the same time it is not aggressive nor glass-harsh. Strictly
analog. You can write that there is full harmony and order here. One hundred percent tonal balance.
It is surprising that the amplifier provides a very wide and multidimensional scene, almost horizontal - just like in
more expensive devices. The space is being built widely, but it is not an artificial extension, but the real
representation of the stage with the instruments and vocals precisely placed on it. The illusion of the real 3D is
strong and absolute. Especially given that the depth of the stage is also perfectly imaged… Yes, the stage and
stereophony in the new HTA-1200 are extraordinary. Perfection, greatness and gradation score five with a plus.
Actually every genre performed on TAGA Harmony has a chance to sound in a full-size and spectacular way. The
amplifier does not lack power or drive and especially the effective energy. Whether it's sublime classical or complex
electronic music, or finally hard rock, the HTA-1200 is building up a live concert with lots of notes and reverbs, with
exposed nuances of the recordings and uncovered tonal depth. One can feel the natural dimension of the
instruments, their outline, as well as the vibrating air around. Thanks to this, both the listening sessions of chamber
music or extended compositions are greatly satisfying. I have no objections and comments.”
Conclusion
“I recommend TAGA Harmony HTA-1200, because it's an amplifier with a tube soul and a musical heart!”

More information about the TAGA Harmony brand and its products is available at www.TagaHarmony.com

